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Turbulence radial spreading controlled by edge
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tron root phases (1100 ! t ! 1145 and 1200 ! t ! 1250 ), radial propagation seems to have stopped. In frameexperiments
3, electron

Figure 5. Top: central line averaged density. Times corresponding to the frames below are indicated by vertical dashed lines. Transfer
entropy versus time delay and radial position (using reference: r − r0 ≈ −10 mm) at the three indicated times: 1—electron root, 2—ion
root, and 3—electron root with lower density.

implying a predominance of the effective outward propagation root again (Er > 0), the initial situation seems to have
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1160 < t < 1190), the propagation ceases almost completely the SOL. The horizontal spreading of T at r − r0 ≈ 0 implies
in both directions, implying that the Er profile in this phase the existence of a minor transport barrier in this region, slowessentially blocks the radial propagation of turbulence. The ing down propagation and reducing the amplitude.
transfer entropy requires steady-state over the evaluated time
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intervals, so the
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we limit our conclusions to the stationary phases before, In this letter, we studied the effect of radial electric fields
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Radial propagation can also be studied
characterized by a spontanemost pin of probe B (r − r0 ≈ −10 mm) as a reference and ous electron–ion root transition (from Er < 0 to Er > 0) and
1/1
calculating the TE with all other pins. Figure 5 shows the TE a corresponding back transition. The variation of the edge
versus time delay and radial position for three time frames, Er is consistent with expectations from neoclassical theory.
indicated by vertical dashed lines in the top figure. In frame 1, Using the Singular Value Decomposition technique on float-
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